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Abstract
Product-form solutions in Markovian process algebra (MPA) are constructed using properties
of reversed processes. The compositionality of MPAs is directly exploited, allowing a large class
of hierarchically constructed systems to be solved for their state probabilities at equilibrium. The
paper contains new results on both reversed stationary Markov processes as well as MPA itself
and includes a mechanisable proof in MPA notation of Jackson’s theorem for product-form
queueing networks. Several examples are used to illustrate the approach.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Stochastic process algebra (SPA)—see, for example, [10,15,2,11,7]—is a formal-
ism developed over the last decade that can describe rigorously both the qualitative
(functional) and quantitative (performance-related) behaviour of systems of interact-
ing processes. The principal advantage of this algebraic approach to modelling is the
property of compositionality possessed by all SPAs. This means that two or more
fully speci<ed systems can be combined together (as subsystems) into a more complex
system in a simple way—both syntactically and semantically. The behaviours of the
subsystems are not a=ected, except where they are explicitly connected to each other.
Unfortunately, compositionality alone is, in general, insu?cient to facilitate a hierar-
chical, inductive analysis of most properties. For example, absence of deadlock is not
compositional in this sense. The practical advantage of compositionality is to precisely
separate those properties which are local to the components of a system from those
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involved in interactions between them. Thus, although it o=ers the prospect of e?cient
performance models, these do not come automatically.
In a Markovian process algebra (MPA), such as [11,7], all actions have an ex-
ponential duration leading to a Markov model. In general the state transition graph
of this model is computed, from which steady-state probabilities and other quanti-
ties can be calculated by standard methods. The role of the MPA in this procedure
is to facilitate a concise speci<cation language from which the transition graph can
be generated mechanically and reliably. Hand-produced graphs for non-trivial systems
are notoriously error-prone, it being all too easy to overlook certain state-transitions.
However, very large state spaces can be generated for quite simple systems and
the direct solution route therefore has limited value, although some important results
have been obtained for state spaces of arbitrary structure [17,18], using compositional
minimisation and Markovian bisimulation [14], and via the Kronecker algebra [19].
Some transition graphs have special structures that facilitate e?cient solutions, such
as those of product-form. In general, it is di?cult to establish that such structures
exist, but if models are constructed in a certain hierarchical way, compositionality
can be used to preserve the product-form properties of the constituent components
[8,20,12,4].
In this paper, we use the MPA of Hillston, PEPA [11], although our approach
could also be applied to other MPAs, providing they can express the appropriate
kind of interaction between components, described in Section 3. The crux of our
analysis is the identi<cation of reversed processes [16], from which product-form
solutions follow immediately in suitably de<ned, separable systems such as queue-
ing networks. Traditionally, this identi<cation has been based on heuristics applied
to state transition graphs but we derive a methodology directly in the PEPA
syntax, combined with a compositional result for dealing with cooperating
processes.
In Section 2 we consider reversed processes as described in [16]. We obtain a new
result that determines the reversed process of a stationary Markov process solely in
terms of the processes’ instantaneous transition rates, which can be obtained directly
from their PEPA speci<cations. This leads to an algorithm for calculating the gen-
erators of a reversed process directly. In Section 3, we introduce a methodology for
constructing reversed processes from transition graphs given by PEPA agents. 1 We
apply this methodology to, <rst, simple (with no cooperation combinators) and then
compound agents, including our main result, the Reversed Compound Agent Theo-
rem (RCAT). Several examples are given in the following two sections, relating to
simple and compound agents, respectively. In the latter case, Jackson’s theorem for
product-form queueing networks [13,9] and results obtained on quasi-reversibility and
the so-called QR-agents [16,9,8] follow. In fact, given a suitable support environ-
ment for PEPA, the derivation of such theorems could be mechanised in the new
approach. The paper concludes in Section 7 where we outline some directions for
further work.
1 Agent is the term used for a process in PEPA and many other process algebras.
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2. Reversed processes
The analysis of stationary Markov processes, i.e. those in a steady-state, can often be
greatly simpli<ed by considering a dual process which has the same state space but in
which the direction of time is reversed, cf. viewing a video <lm backwards. This dual
process is known as the reversed process, and if it happens that the reversed process
is stochastically identical to the original process, that process is called reversible.
A reversible process satis<es—as a necessary and su?cient condition for reversibility
—the detailed balance equations
iqij = jqji for all states i = j;
where Q=(qij) is the process’s instantaneous state transition rate matrix (its gen-
erators, apart from the diagonal) and  is its equilibrium probability mass function
(distribution) vector.
Most Markov processes are not reversible but we can still de<ne the reversed pro-
cess X−t when the Markov process Xt is not reversible. Of course, since the Markov
property can be expressed as ‘the past and future are independent when conditioned
on the present’, a reversed Markov process must also be a Markov process. The in-
stantaneous transition rates of the reversed process are related to those of the original
process through the stationary distribution , which is the same for both processes.
Indeed, the relationships can be so simple that vectors satisfying them can often be
found by inspection. Then, by uniqueness, the normalised vector chosen for  must be
the actual stationary distribution. However, we would like to <nd a methodology for
achieving this solution which is independent of the solution itself.
The basic results relating a stationary Markov process to its reversed process are
the following. We say that a stochastic process {Xt |−∞¡t¡∞} is stationary if
(Xt1 ; Xt2 ; : : : ; Xtn) and (Xt1+; Xt2+; : : : ; Xtn+) have the same probability distribution for
all times t1; t2; : : : ; tn and . The reversed process of {Xt} is the (necessarily) stationary
process {X−t} for any real number .
A process is said to be reversible if its reversed process is stochastically identical.
Formally, we have:
Denition 1. The process {Xt} is reversible if
(Xt1 ; Xt2 ; : : : ; Xtn) and (X−t1 ; X−t2 ; : : : ; X−tn)
have the same probability distribution for all times t1; t2; : : : ; tn and .
Although a stationary process need not be reversible, every reversible process is
stationary. This follows since if the process {Xt} is reversible, both (Xt1 ; Xt2 ; : : : ; Xtn)
and (Xt1+; Xt2+; : : : ; Xtn+) have the same distribution as (X−t1 ; X−t2 ; : : : ; X−tn) for all
; take =0 and , respectively, in the above. However, we will not be considering
reversible processes per se here.
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2.1. Determination of reversed processes
It is straightforward to <nd the reversed process of a stationary Markov process if
the stationary state probabilities are known.
Proposition 1. The reversed process of a stationary Markov process {Xt} with state
space S, generator matrix Q and stationary probabilities  is a stationary Markov
process with generator matrix Q′ de;ned by
q′ij = jqji=i (i; j ∈ S)
and with the same stationary probabilities .
Proof. For i = j and h¿0, P(Xt+h = i)P(Xt = j|Xt+h = i)=P(Xt = j)P(Xt+h = i|Xt = j).
Thus,
P(Xt = j|Xt+h = i) = ji P(Xt+h = i|Xt = j)
by stationarity. Dividing by h and taking the limit h→ 0 yields the required equation
for q′ij when i = j. But, when i= j,
−q′ii =
∑
k =i
q′ik =
∑
k =i
kqki
i
=
∑
k =i
qik = −qii:
That  is also the stationary distribution of the reversed process now follows since
−iq′ii = i
∑
k =i
qik =
∑
k =i
kq′ki:
Sometimes, we can use this result directly to obtain the equilibrium distribution
of a stationary Markov process in the following way: guess possible transition rates
{q′ij | i; j∈ S} for the reversed process and a collection of positive real numbers {i | i∈
S} with <nite sum G such that
• q′i = qi for all i∈ S (where qi≡−qii is the total rate out of state i),
• iq′ij = jqji for all i = j∈ S.
Then it follows immediately that  satis<es the Kolmogorov (balance) equations of the
Markov process and so {i=G | i∈ S} is its equilibrium distribution by uniqueness. Of
course, this approach depends crucially on the ability to make the right guess and it is
the intuition associated with a reversed process, together with the fact that it has the
same equilibrium state space distribution, that induces “good guesses”. We can start out
by literally imagining the physical system working backwards in time. For example,
departures from a system become arrivals in the reversed process and it is plausible
that the arrivals in the reversed process will have the same rate as the arrivals in the
original process. Guessing like this for the M=M=1 queue with constant arrival rate 
and service rate , we can verify that the reversed process is the same M=M=1 queue.
The usual steady-state solution then follows immediately since i= i+1 for queue
lengths i¿0 and we get Burke’s theorem [3] as a bonus since arrivals of the reversed
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process are Poisson and identical to the departures of the original M=M=1 queue. Of
course, the same argument applies when the arrival and service rates depend on the
current queue length.
The M=M=1 queue is a very simple birth–death process, which is reversible. For non-
trivial systems, we need a methodology to <nd reversed processes without reference to
the sought-after stationary probabilities. This is provided by the following proposition,
which places conditions only on the instantaneous transition rates of a Markov process.
These rates are always available in the speci<cation of a Markov process; in particular,
they are explicit in a PEPA agent. The proposition is a generalisation of that relating
to Kolmogorov’s criteria for reversible Markov processes, given in [16,9].
Proposition 2 (Kolmogorov’s generalised criteria). A stationary Markov process with
state space S and generator matrix Q has reversed process with generator matrix
Q′ if and only if
1. q′i = qi for every state i∈ S.
2. For every ;nite sequence of states i1; i2; : : : ; in ∈ S,
qi1i2qi2i3 : : : qin−1inqini1 = q
′
i1inq
′
inin−1 : : : q
′
i3i2q
′
i2i1 (1)
Proof. If Q′ is the generator matrix of the reversed process, jqjk = kq′kj for all
j; k ∈ S. Taking (j; k)= (i1; i2); (i2; i3); : : : ; (in−1; in); (in; i1) in turn and multiplying then
yields Eq. (1).
Conversely, suppose that Eq. (1) is satis<ed. For all j; k ∈ S, we can <nd a chain
j→ j1→ · · · → jn−1→ k (for n¿1) of one-step transitions since the Markov process
is irreducible. Suppose that qkj¿0. Then there is a chain j→ j1→ · · · → jn−1→ k→ j
and so by Eq. (1) there is also a chain in the reversed process j→ k→ jn−1→ · · · → j1
→ j. Hence qkj¿0⇒ q′jk¿0 for all j; k ∈ S.
Now pick an arbitrary state i0 ∈ S as a reference state and for state i∈ S, let i→ in−1
→ · · · → i0 (n¿1) be a chain of one-step transitions in the forward process.
Let
i = C
n∏
k=1
q′ik−1ik
qik ik−1
;
where in = i and C is a positive constant. i is well de<ned since if i= jm→ jm−1→ · · ·
→ j0 = i0 is another chain, we can always <nd a chain i0 = h0→ h1→ · · · → hl = i.
Eq. (1) then ensures that
m∏
k=1
q′jk−1jk
qjk jk−1
=
n∏
k=1
q′ik−1ik
qik ik−1
;
since
l∏
k=1
qhk−1hk
n∏
k=1
qik ik−1 =
n∏
k=1
q′ik−1ik
l∏
k=1
q′hkhk−1
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and
l∏
k=1
qhk−1hk
m∏
k=1
qjk jk−1 =
m∏
k=1
q′jk−1jk
l∏
k=1
q′hkhk−1
Dividing then proves well-de<nedness. Now suppose that qji¿0 for j∈ S. Then,
j = C
q′ij
qji
n∏
k=1
q′ik−1ik
qik ik−1
;
so that jqji = iq′ij. That the reversed process has transition rate matrix Q
′ now follows
from Proposition 1.
Note that the same theorem holds if we consider only minimal cycles instead of
all cycles. A cycle is minimal if it cannot be constructed as a union of two or more
smaller cycles, where, in such a union, an arc from i→ j nulli<es an arc from j→ i,
i.e. the pair can be omitted from the composite cycle.
2.2. Asymptotic irreducible subsets of states
It may be that the Markov process of interest is given by the limit of a family of
stationary, ergodic processes. Moreover, this limiting process may be reducible (even
though every process in the said family is irreducible) and the process of interest be
de<ned on an irreducible subset of the so-called ‘essential states’. This situation some-
times arises when the cooperation combinator is applied in PEPA, i.e. in a compound
agent; see Section 3.1. Under appropriate conditions, a result of Anisimov [1] shows
that the reversed rates in the irreducible sub-processes are the limits of the correspond-
ing reversed rates in the family of processes de<ned on the whole state space.
3. MPA agents
We conduct our analysis using an abbreviated PEPA syntax, the full syntax and
semantics of the PEPA language being given in [11]. We have just three constructions:
1. The pre<x combinator de<nes an agent (a; ):P that carries out action (a; ) of type
a at rate  and subsequently behaves as agent P.
2. The agent describing the cooperation of two agents P and Q which synchronise
over actions with types in a speci<ed set L is written P ✄✁
L
Q.
3. A new constant agent A is de<ned by the assignment combinator A def= P to have
the same behaviour as P.
Using this syntax, a choice (available in the full PEPA syntax) is expressed by
multiple assignments:
A def= P;
A def= Q:
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This is equivalent to A def= P +Q in conventional PEPA. Action hiding could easily be
added to this syntax but will not be used in this paper.
In a cooperation P ✄✁
L
Q, the agents P and Q proceed independently with any actions
whose types do not occur in the cooperation set L. However, actions with types in L
are only enabled in P ✄✁
L
Q when they are enabled in both P and Q. In standard
PEPA, the shared action occurs at the rate of the slowest participant. Here, however,
we require that for each action type in a cooperation set L, exactly one agent (either P
or Q) is passive and e=ectively its synchronising action has rate =∞. This means
that the passive agent does not inRuence the rate at which a shared action occurs,
essentially waiting for the other agent. We often distinguish the instances of  that
may occur in a cooperation, writing a;b; : : : for action types a; b; : : :, for example.
We introduce relabelling, which preserves the semantics but will be useful in de<n-
ing the reversed processes of cooperations: P{y ← x} denotes the process P in which
all occurrences of the symbol y have been changed to x, which may be an expression.
y may be an action, of the form (y1; y2), an action-type or a rate. Thus, for example,
((a; ):P){← } denotes the agent (a; ):P{← }. Relabelling also applies to sym-
bols in cooperation sets; these are not considered ‘hidden’ through tight binding. Thus,
(P ✄✁
L
Q){y← x}=P{y← x} ✄✁
L{y← x}
Q{y← x}.
We call an agent de<ned using only assignments and pre<xes simple and compound
if it contains at least one instance of the cooperation combinator.
3.1. The underlying Markov process
The set of actions which an agent P may next engage in—the current actions of
P—is denoted by Act(P), which can be de<ned inductively over the structure of P.
When the system is behaving as agent P, these are the actions that are enabled. The
states thus resulting from P are called the derivatives of P. If P can perform the action
(a; ) and then become P′, we write P
(a; )→ P′ and say that P′ is an a-derivative of P.
The derivative set, denoted ds(P), of an agent P is the transitive closure of all its
derivatives and is de<ned by recursion. This de<nes a labelled transition system as a
semantic model for PEPA.
The derivation graph, formed by syntactic PEPA terms at the nodes, with arcs
representing the transitions between them, determines the underlying Markov process of
an agent P. The transition rate between two agents Ci and Cj, denoted q(Ci; Cj), is the
sum of the action rates labelling arcs connecting node Ci to node Cj. It is this graph that
will form the basis of our analysis, but we will <nd that its explicit construction is often
unnecessary for compound agents. In fact, a PEPA agent is associated not only with the
continuous-time Markov chain de<ned by its derivation graph but also with one of the
states in that graph—the initial state. If the derivation graph is irreducible, i.e. de<nes
an irreducible Markov process, the choice of initial state is arbitrary at equilibrium.
3.2. Reducible PEPA cooperations
It may be that an agent describes a reducible Markov chain and we are interested
in the steady-state behaviour of an irreducible sub-chain. The initial state will then
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determine into which of the irreducible subchains, if any, the process can enter. In
particular, this situation may arise when the cooperation combinator is applied, i.e.
in a compound agent. Consider, for example, a Markovian network of two doubly
interconnected queues with one arrival stream and one departure stream, easily de<ned
in PEPA, see Section 6.3. This network is irreducible over the Cartesian product of
the state spaces of the constituent queues considered in isolation, i.e. over the set of
all pairs of non-negative integers, for all non-zero arrival rates and non-zero departure
probabilities. However, as the arrival rate and departure probability both tend to zero,
the network becomes closed and its state space becomes reducible with one irreducible
subset of states for every value of the population. In the limit, the underlying Markov
process partitions into disjoint irreducible sub-chains; every state belongs to exactly
one of these sub-chains. The same applies to arbitrary (irreducible) closed queueing
networks and, in fact, we will see that Jackson’s theorem [13] for closed networks
follows from that for open networks by application of our Theorem 1; see Section 6.4.
More generally, a state in a PEPA cooperation between agents with irreducible
derivation graphs can be either (a) in an irreducible sub-chain; (b) absorbing; or (c)
transient. The second possibility is a special case of the <rst, i.e. an irreducible sub-
chain with only one state. To illustrate this, consider the speci<cation P1 ✄✁{a; b; c}Q1 where
P1 = $:P2; Q1 = $:Q2;
P1 = %:P2; Q2 = $:Q3;
P2 = $:P3; Q3 = &:Q1;
P3 = &:P1; Q3 = %:Q2
and $=(a; ); &=(b; ); %=(c; '). Then, in the derivation graph of P1 ✄✁{a; b; c}Q1, shown
in Fig. 1, the states {(P1; Q1); (P2; Q2); (P3; Q3)} form an irreducible sub-chain, (P2; Q3);
(P3; Q2); (P3; Q1) are absorbing (singleton irreducible sub-chains), (P1; Q2); (P2; Q1) are
transient, leading to an absorbing state, and (P1; Q3) is transient, leading to the <rst
irreducible sub-chain.
Note that it is not necessary for a transient state to lead into an irreducible sub-chain.
Instead there may exist an in<nite sequence of transient states, as in the cooperation
P′1 ✄✁{a; b; c}Q1 where Q1 is as above and
P′1 = $:P
′
2;
P′1 = %:P
′
2;
P′2 = $:P
′
3;
P′n = &:P
′
1 (n¿3);
P′n = (:P
′
n+1 (n¿3):
3.3. Arrow inversion
Consider an agent X de<ned by X def= E for some agent-expression E, together with
a number of assignments to constants occurring in E, de<ned in the above syntax.
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Fig. 1. Reducible derivation graph.
Without loss of generality we may assume that all assignments (including X def= E)
are of the form A def=(a; ):P or A def= Q ✄✁
L
R where P;Q; R are constants appearing on
the left of other assignments. If this property were not to hold, it would be trivial to
transform the PEPA speci<cation into one where it did by introducing new constants
and assignments.
With this assumption, an agent TX with state transitions (in the derivation graph) in
the reverse direction to those of X is easily de<ned recursively:
1. For each assignment in the agent of the form
A def=(a; ):P
(for constant P), the reversed agent has an assignment of the form
TP def=( Ta; T): TA:
2. For each assignment in the agent of the form
A def= Q ✄✁
L
R
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(for constants Q; R), the reversed agent has an assignment of the form
TA def= Q ✄✁
L
TR;
where TL= { Ta | a∈L}.
Thus, an action $=(a; ) induces the reversed action T$=( Ta; T) for some rate T to be
determined. The symbol Ta is arbitrary and simply labels the reversed arc corresponding
to the action type a in the original derivation graph.
Note that this de<nition gives the correct reversed derivation graph with the initial
states of the (reversed) agents unchanged. Since initial states are arbitrary in stationary,
irreducible Markov chains, there is no problem with correctness. However, it may
sometimes be that a reversed agent has a non-intuitive initial state.
4. Rates of reversed actions
Although it is straightforward to <nd a PEPA agent de<nition TX that has a derivation
graph with arrows in the opposite direction to those of a given agent X , the challenge
is to <nd the appropriate rates to render TX the reversed process of X in the sense of
Section 2. Here, we describe a methodology to <nd these rates for simple agents—
essentially by examining the state transition graph of the agent X—and prove a theorem
that identi<es the reversed process of a cooperation in terms of the reversed processes
of its constituents.
4.1. Simple agents
Simple agents can be used to de<ne an arbitrary Markov process. Hence, investi-
gation of their reversed processes is tantamount to analysing the state transition graph
of the Markov process directly, e.g. by using Kolmogorov’s (extended) criteria of
Proposition 2. We therefore propose the following methodology which we illustrate in
Section 5. Given a graph G with state space (set of nodes) S, suppose the transition
rate from state i to state j is qij, with the total rate out of state i being qi. As in Section
2, we denote reversed rates with primes. We then determine the reversed graph TG thus:
1. Use the conservation of outgoing rate to equate q′i = qi for all states i∈ S. 2
2. Find a covering set of cycles, C, in the sense that every cycle in G is a composition
of cycles in C. For example, we may choose the set of all cycles or the set of
all the minimal cycles in G. C may be in<nite (if S is in<nite) but often cycles
will repeat in a parameterised way and so only <nitely many need be considered.
Each parameterised cycle may represent cycles for arbitrarily many values of one
or more parameters.
3. For each (parameterised) cycle in C, apply Kolmogorov’s criteria (Proposition 2).
That is, equate the known product of the rates around the cycle in G with the
2 For every node i in G with only one incoming arc, from node j say, we can set q′ij = qi . This often results
in a signi<cant number of rates being set in the reversed process immediately, simplifying the algorithm.
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symbolic product of the rates around the reversed cycle in TG. Some of the reversed
rate variables q′ij may be known or constrained from steps 1 and 2 or from previous
cycles in this step, simplifying the resulting equations.
The result will be a system of non-linear equations that uniquely determine the reversed
rates in TG. This must be so because of the necessity and su?ciency of Kolmogorov’s
criteria and the uniqueness of the equilibrium state probabilities in an ergodic time
Markov chain. Algorithms for identifying cycles, minimal cycles and parameterised
minimal cycles are not the focus of this paper, but their signi<cance should become
more apparent in the examples of Section 5. In general, it is not clear whether or
not determining the reversed rates in this way is more e?cient than calculating the
equilibrium state probabilities in the usual way (by solving the linear balance equations)
and using Proposition 1. Recall that one reason for analysing simple agents is to provide
base cases for a compositional analysis of larger Markov chains; either approach should
be numerically tractable.
4.2. Multiple actions
Any continuous time Markov chain can be described using only simple agents. How-
ever, a bundle of multiple actions performable by an agent, which all lead to the same
derivative, cause multiple arcs in the derivation graph and so between two states in the
transition graph of the underlying Markov chain. As already noted, this does not cause
a problem in the semantics since the instantaneous transition rate between two states
in the Markov chain is the sum of the rates on all the arcs between them. Moreover,
we can always determine the total reversed rate between any two such states with
multiple arcs between them using any of the methods described previously—including
solving the balance equations and using Proposition 1.
However, we need to consider multiple actions individually in cooperations. This
is because an agent may have several actions leading to the same derivative that
synchronise with distinct actions in a cooperating component. For example, departures
from a queue may join a number of di=erent queues or leave the system (with no
cooperation). In the reversed cooperation, the portion of the total reversed rate allocated
to each individual reversed arc is crucial. A rule is therefore required to decide how to
apportion the rates on multiple reversed arcs: there will be one reversed arc for each
of the forward arcs in a bundle. The rule we use is the following:
Denition 2. The reversed actions of multiple actions (ai; i) for 16i6n that an agent
P can perform, which lead to the same derivative Q, are respectively
(ai; (i=) T));
where = 1 + · · ·+ n and T is the reversed rate of the one-step, composite transition
with rate  in the Markov chain, corresponding to all the arcs between P and Q.
In other words, the total reversed rate, given by Proposition 1, is distributed amongst
the reversed arcs in proportion to the forward transition rates. We use this rule in our
main result, Theorem 1 in Section 4.3.2, which reverses compound agents.
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Fig. 2. A simple tandem queueing network with two nodes.
4.3. Compound agents
Under appropriate conditions, the reversed agent of a cooperation between two agents
P and Q is a cooperation between the reversed agents of P and Q, after some re-
parameterisation. Before giving this result in its most general form, Theorem 1, we
<rst preview our simplest example from Section 6 to provide some motivation.
4.3.1. An illustration
Suppose we have two queues in tandem with Poisson arrivals to queue 1 at rate 
(Fig. 2). On leaving queue 1, customers proceed immediately to queue 2 and on leaving
queue 2 they depart the system. Customers are served one at a time without preemption
in each queue and both queues’ service times are exponential with parameters 1 and
2. The service rates may be state dependent, but we assume they are constant to
simplify the notation.
This network (starting in the state with both queues empty) can be described by the
PEPA expression P0 ✄✁{a} Q0 where:
Pn = (e; ):Pn+1 (n¿0);
Pn = (a; 1):Pn−1 (n ¿ 0);
Qn = (a;):Qn+1 (n¿0);
Qn = (d; 2):Qn−1 (n ¿ 0):
Our aim is to <nd a reversed process of the form X ✄✁
{ Ta}
Y where X and Y are
as close as we can get to the reversed processes of P and Q, respectively. Now, the
reversed process of P is itself, but the rate of action type Ta is , which must be changed
to  since it is now passive. Similarly, symbolically reversing Q gives Q again, but
with unspeci<ed arrival rate . Note that the rate of Ta is 2, which is known to be
correct for the synchronisation. All we need do is bind the correct value to the external
arrivals’ rate  in the reversed process; this is known to be , cf. [16]. A plausible
argument that achieves this is the following. In the process Q, the passive action type a
is associated with the active action type a in P. The rate  should therefore be bound
to a rate associated with a in P before reversing Q. We choose its reversed rate, i.e.
the rate of Ta in TP, namely , and then reverse Q. In this way, the action type a is
reversed twice, once in P and once in Q. This is intuitively appealing since actions in
cooperation sets participate in two components.
The situation becomes more complicated when there are more than one actions in
a cooperation set, which are not all active in the same component. An example is a
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pair of queues, in which there are departures from each queue to the other in both
directions. Then the rate  above is not a constant but a function of a passive rate
(here corresponding to the internal arrivals from queue 2). The two passive rates must
be determined simultaneously. The solution to this problem and the validity of the
argument in general is established by Theorem 1 in the following section.
4.3.2. The reversed compound agent theorem (RCAT)
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this paper, the
reversal of a compound PEPA agent under given conditions. First we de<ne some new
notation.
Denition 3. The subset of action types in a set L which are passive with respect
to a process P (i.e. are of the form (a;) in P) is denoted by PP(L). The set of
corresponding active action types is denoted AP(L)=L\PP(L).
Before reversing any agent, we <rst syntactically transform it so that every occur-
rence of a passive action (a;) is relabeled (a;a). Consequently, we know that every
passive action rate is uniquely identi<ed with exactly one action type. Obviously this
syntactic transformation is trivial to compile automatically. Henceforth, when refer-
ring to a reversed agent, we mean an agent that satis<es Kolmogorov’s criteria: the
agent will de<ne a reversed process if and only if the original process was stationary.
Stationarity issues are considered separately.
Theorem 1 (Reversed compound agent). Suppose that the cooperation P ✄✁
L
Q has a
derivation graph with an irreducible subgraph G. Given that
1. every passive action type in PP(L) or PQ(L) is always enabled in P or Q respec-
tively (i.e. enabled in all states of the transition graph);
2. every reversed action of an active action type inAP(L) orAQ(L) is always enabled
in TP or TQ, respectively;
3. every occurrence of a reversed action of an active action type in AP(L) (respec-
tively AQ(L)) has the same rate in TP (respectively TQ).
the reversed agent P ✄✁
L
Q, with derivation graph containing the reversed subgraph
TG, is
TR{( Ta; pa)← ( Ta;) | a ∈AP(L)} ✄✁
L
TS{( Ta; qa)← ( Ta;) | a ∈AQ(L)};
where
R= P{a ← xa | a ∈ PP(L)};
S =Q{a ← xa | a ∈ PQ(L)};
{xa} are the solutions ( for {a}) of the equations
a = qa; a ∈ PP(L);
a =pa; a ∈ PQ(L)
and pa (respectively qa) is the symbolic rate of action type Ta in TP (respectively TQ).
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Fig. 3. Section of the state transition graphs for a cooperation.
Remarks. 1. The theorem essentially states that the reversed agent of a cooperation in
which every passive action is always enabled is the cooperation of the reversed compo-
nents with active synchronising actions made passive and vice-versa, with appropriate
assignment of rates to the reversed actions thus made active.
2. In general, the reversed rates pa (respectively qa) for active actions a∈AP(L)
(respectively a∈AQ(L)) will be functions of {b | b∈PP(L)} (respectively {b | b∈
PQ(L)}). They are then bound symbolically to the indeterminate rates a of the cor-
responding passive actions in the cooperation, i.e. in Q (respectively P).
3. In R and S, all actions have speci<ed rates since the unspeci<ed rates a are
reassigned, in a well de<ned way by condition 3 of the theorem, by solving the speci<ed
equations.
4. We make the abbreviations
TR
′
= TR{(a; pa)← (a;) | a ∈AP(L)};
TS
′
= TS{(a; qa)← (a;) | a ∈AQ(L)}:
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of verifying that Kolmogorov’s criteria hold. Con-
servation of outgoing rate is straightforward and uses conditions 1 and 2. The analysis
of the cycles is considerably harder, however. Before giving the full proof in the next
sub-section, we consider a special case of cycles, in order to clarify the theorem and
to illustrate the proof technique. The simplest cycle with nodes involved in the coop-
eration set L is a ‘triangle’ with the nodes (i; j); (i + 1; j); (i; j + 1) at its vertices; see
Fig. 3.
Suppose there exist pairs of one-step transitions with rates (x1; x2) and (y1; y2), as
shown. The transitions on the diagonal, between nodes (i+1; j) and (i; j+1), are such
that either
(a) P is passive with respect to the transition with rate d2 and Q is passive with
respect to the transition with rate d1.
(b) P is active and Q is passive with respect to both d1 and d2.
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Note that the vertical rates in the transition graph are identical in all columns, and
similarly for the horizontal rates in the rows—and indeed the diagonal rates. This
is because one process cannot inRuence another through the cooperation combinator
except by synchronisation.
We <rst consider case (a) in which Q is passive with respect to d1 and P is passive
with respect to d2. Here, there is a double transition in the active process P from
(i + 1; j) to (i; j) with rates x2 and d1, and a double transition in the passive process
Q from (i; j) to (i; j + 1) with rates y1 and . Hence, by De<nition 2, reversing in R
gives
d1 =
(
d1
d1 + x2
)
(d1 + x2) (2)
and similarly, considering the diagonal transition d2 and reversing in S,
d2 =
(
d2
d2 + y2
)
(d2 + y2): (3)
The reversed rate of d1 in S, d1 (in TS), is the claimed reversed rate of d1 in the
cooperation and satis<es
d1 =
(
d1
d1 + y1
)
(d1 + y1) (4)
and similarly,
d2 =
(
d2
d2 + x1
)
(d2 + x1): (5)
By de<nition of the reversed processes TR and TS, we now have
(x1 + d2)(x2 + d1) = (x1 + d2)(x2 + d1); (6)
(y1 + d1)(y2 + d2) = (y1 + d1)(y2 + d2): (7)
We now need to verify the Kolmogorov criteria along each dimension, on the diagonal
and round the triangle in both directions. For the diagonal:
d1 d2 =
d1 d2(d1 + y1)(d2 + x1)
(d1 + y1)(d2 + x1)
by Eqs: (4) and (5)
=
d1d2(d1 + x2)(d2 + y2)(d1 + y1)(d2 + x1)
(d1 + x2)(d2 + y2)(d1 + y1)(d2 + x1)
by (2) and (3)
= d1d2 by (6) and (7)
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Using the complementary equations to (2)–(5), viz.
x2 =
(
x2
d1 + x2
)
(d1 + x2);
y2 =
(
y2
d2 + y2
)
(d2 + y2);
y1 =
(
y1
d1 + y1
)
(d1 + y1);
x1 =
(
x1
d2 + x1
)
(d2 + x1)
it follows similarly that x1 x2 = x1x2 and y1 y2 =y1y2.
For the anticlockwise triangle, we have
d1y2 x1 =
d1y2 x1(d1 + x2)(d1 + y1)(d2 + y2)(d2 + x1)
(d1 + x2)(d1 + y1)(d2 + y2)(d2 + x1)
= d1y2x1
as required. The clockwise triangle is similar.
For case (b), with P being active with respect to both d1 and d2, we have:
d1 =
(
d1
d1 + x2
)
(d1 + x2);
d2 =
(
d2
d2 + x1
)
(d2 + x1);
d1 =
(
d1
d1 + y1
)
(d1 + y1);
d2 =
(
d2
d2 + y2
)
(d2 + y2);
(x1 + d2)(x2 + d1) = (x1 + d2)(x2 + d1);
(y1 + d1)(y2 + d2) = (y1 + d1)(y2 + d2):
The analysis now mirrors that of case (a).
4.3.3. Proof of Theorem 1
Let the instantaneous transition rate in the Markov chain of P (respectively Q; R; S)
between states i and j be pij (respectively qij; rij; sij) and let pi =
∑
j =i pij (qi; ri; si
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similarly). To prove the theorem, we consider the conservation of outgoing rate at
every node and the Kolmogorov criteria on the cycles. Every node in the derivation
graph can be identi<ed as (i; j)∈G 3 where i; j are states in the chains corresponding
to P;Q, respectively—although not necessarily every pair of states taken from P and
Q (i.e. in the Cartesian product) will be valid in the cooperation.
1. Outgoing rate: In P ✄✁
L
Q, the total rate out of any node (i; j)∈G is pi{← 0}+
qj{← 0} where the relabelling {← 0} is an abbreviation for {a← 0 | a∈L}; i.e.
every occurrence of an unspeci<ed rate is set to zero. Now,
ri =pi{a ← xa | a ∈ PP(L)};
sj = qj{a ← xa | a ∈ PQ(L)}
are the total rates out of states i and j in R and S, respectively, and hence, by de<nition,
in TR and TS, respectively. By condition 1, we may write
ri =pi{ ← 0}+
∑
a∈PiP(L)
xa;
sj = qj{ ← 0}+
∑
a∈PjQ(L)
xa;
where PiP(L) denotes the set of types of the actions that are passive in P and correspond
to transitions out of state i in the Markov chain of P. Hence, the total rate out of
state (i; j) in TR
′ ✄✁
TL
TS
′
is pi{← 0} + qj{← 0} since the summands in the above
expressions for ri and sj are precisely the rates corresponding to those actions that are
made passive and so must be removed from the Markov graph—by condition 2 their
actions are always enabled and so their transitions are present in the graph.
2. Cycles: To complete the proof, we establish the Kolmogorov criteria for all cycles
in G. Any cycle originates from two separate cycles, one in each of P and Q, corre-
sponding to an empty cooperation set L. We call these cycles the base cycles. Each
‘diagonal’ arc, i.e. one that causes a change of state in both P and Q, contributes to
bace cycles in both P and Q. For a cycle with arcs a1; : : : ; an in P ✄✁
L
Q, let the total
rates in the (horizontal) base P-cycle be h1; : : : ; hn and in the (vertical) base Q-cycle
be v1; : : : ; vn. Arcs corresponding to passive actions carry zero rate, so any horizontal
(say) arc i comprising only passive actions carries total rate hi =0 in the base P-cycle.
Suppose the ith arc (arc i) in a base cycle participates as an active action in ci¿0
cooperations in L and let the rates on the corresponding arcs be  ii′hi if the active arc
is horizontal or  ii′vi if it is vertical, where i′ is the passive arc corresponding to i in
the vertical or horizontal cycle, respectively, 16i′6ci, 06 ij61;
∑ci
j=1  ij61. De<ne
 i0 = 1 −
∑ci
j=1  ij to be the fraction of the total rate that does not participate in the
cooperation.
Consider a cycle of arcs C = a1; : : : ; an in P ✄✁
L
Q with base P-cycle H =NH ∪AH ∪
PH and base Q-cycle V =NV ∪AV ∪PV , where NH ; NV are arcs of actions that are not
3 Strictly speaking, we are abusing notation somewhat: (i; j) is a state in the underlying Markov process
that has state space isomorphic to the nodes in G.
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in the cooperation set L, AH ; AV are arcs of active actions in L and PH ; PV are arcs of
passive actions in L. Thus, the arcs in AH and PV have the same types and similarly
for AV and PH .
The product of the transition rates round cycle C is therefore∏
i∈NH
 i0hi
∏
i∈AH
 ii′hi
∏
i∈NV
 i0vi
∏
i∈AV
 ii′vi;
where i′ is the arc containing the passive action corresponding to the active action of i.
Now, in R, arc i∈H has rate h∗i which is the sum of its original rate in P (with
passive actions assigned rate 0) and the reversed rates of the active actions in S that
are bound to the passive actions of i in P. Similarly, in S, arc i∈V has rate v∗i and
we have, using De<nition 2,
h∗i = hi +
∑
j∈Aci
 jivj
v∗j
v∗j ;
v∗i = vi +
∑
j∈Aci
 jihj
h∗j
h∗j ;
where Aci is the set of arcs having an active action type in the cooperation set L the
same as a passive action in arc i—i.e. actively cooperating with i. Hence, the claimed
product of the reversed rates round the cycle C, is, using De<nition 2 again,
∏
i∈NH
 i0hi
h∗i
h∗i
∏
i′∈PH
 ii′viv∗i
v∗i h∗i′
h∗i′
∏
i∈NV
 i0vi
v∗i
v∗i
∏
i′∈PV
 ii′hih∗i
h∗i v∗i′
v∗i′ :
Because of the 1–1 correspondence between arcs in AH and PV and between arcs in
AV and PH , this may be written
∏
i∈NH
 i0hih∗i
h∗i
∏
i∈AH
 ii′hih∗i
h∗i
∏
i∈PH
h∗i
h∗i
∏
i∈NV
 i0viv∗i
v∗i
∏
i∈AV
 ii′viv∗i
v∗i
∏
i∈PV
v∗i
v∗i
=
∏
i∈NH
 i0hi
∏
i∈AH
 ii′hi
∏
i∈NV
 i0vi
∏
i∈AV
 ii′vi
by the Kolmogorov criteria applied to the cycles H in R and V in S. This is equal to
the product of the rates around the forward cycle C, so completing the proof.
4.3.4. Conditions of the RCAT
The three conditions of the RCAT, Theorem 1, are not di?cult to check since they
relate to each of the cooperating agents separately. It is assumed that these agents
have already been fully analysed, either directly or through recursive applications of
the RCAT. For condition 1, it is a straightforward syntactic check to see if the passive
actions are enabled in every state of the two agents P and Q. Recalling from Section
3.3 that arrow-inversion is simple, it is just as easy to check syntactically if the reversed
active actions are always enabled: condition 2.
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Condition 3 involves a little more work, being essentially a semantic constraint.
However, the reversed processes TR and TS are known and hence every rate. If these
reversed processes are known in parameterised form, as in the case of the M=M=1
queue, for example, it is straightforward to check if the reversed rates associated with
the same action type are constant—again, essentially syntactically. The same will apply
in a recursive analysis, for example in networks of queues, cf. Section 6.4. In the worst
case, if a symbolic calculation is not possible, the rate on every reversed active arrow
in TR and TS can, in principle, be checked numerically. However, this could become
prohibitively expensive, as state spaces grow in a recursive analysis, and would require
truncation to approximate in<nite state spaces.
In general, a state space exploration of the cooperation’s derivation graph must be
done anyway to <nd the irreducible subchains, which the theorem assumes to exist.
We assume here a <nite state space, possibly the result of truncation. During the
exploration, the states can be enumerated and non-normalised equilibrium probabilities
allocated using Proposition 1, possibly on a separate pass. Although potentially costly,
note that this approach avoids the need to solve the balance equations explicitly, which
is by far the most computationally expensive part and main source of inaccuracy in
direct solution methods. During the state space exploration, the normalising constant
can also be accumulated. Note that this would have to be done in any analysis: ‘clever’
normalising constant algorithms need special mathematical structure in the state space
and in the product-form solution. Such structures are not the subject of this paper.
Finally, note that a separate check for ergodicity is unnecessary: if (and only if)
a normalising constant can be found, the chain is ergodic, being irreducible, by the
steady-state theorem for Markov chains.
4.3.5. Invisible actions
When conditions 1 and 2 of the RCAT do not hold, they can sometimes be secured
by adding ‘invisible actions’ to the cooperating agents P and Q. An invisible action i
does not cause an agent A to change and may be speci<ed as A= i:A. It represents a
transition with arbitrary rate from a state to itself in the underlying Markov process.
The reversed transition is identical since the total outgoing rate from the state will be
increased by the same amount in the forward and reversed processes and the product
of rates in the single arc cycle is also the same in both.
It is easy to verify that the RCAT still holds with invisible actions, and their in-
troduction can ensure that the action types referred to in conditions 1 and 2 are in-
deed always enabled. Obviously, this will change the cooperation concerned: when an
invisible passive action in one agent synchronises, the active action in the other agent
is allowed to proceed independently, whereas otherwise it would be blocked. Invisible
passive actions can be introduced anywhere but an invisible active (cooperating) action
must be chosen with care. To maintain condition 3, the rate of a new invisible action
of type a must be equal to the (common) rate of the reversed actions of the other
active actions of type a∈L. Then its own reversed rate will be that common rate.
Consider, for example, the cooperation P1 ✄✁{a} Q1 where P1 = (b; ):P2; P2 =
(a;):P1; Q1 = (c; '):Q2; Q2 = (a; ):Q1. Condition 1 of the RCAT does not hold
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Fig. 4. The P; Q; R; S; TR; TS; TR′; TS′ processses as used in the RCAT.
Fig. 5. The original cooperation and its reversed process.
because a is not enabled in P1, blocking (a; ). Condition 2 does not hold because
the reversed action of a is not enabled in Q2. Suppose we now add the assignments
P1 = (a;):P1 and Q2 = (a; '):Q2, ' being the rate of the reversed action of (a; ). The
conditions of the RCAT now hold and applying it gives the transition graphs shown
in Fig. 4.
The reversed cooperation P1 ✄✁{a} Q1 then follows as
TR′ ✄✁
{a}
TS ′ and its transition graph
is shown with that of P1 ✄✁{a} Q1 in Fig. 5.
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It is straightforward to verify that these graphs satisfy the Kolmogorov criteria. More-
over, they are irreducible and <nite, and so are ergodic. Thus, the agent constructed
for P1 ✄✁{a} Q1 by the RCAT does de<ne the reversed process of P1 ✄✁{a} Q1.
4.4. A weaker RCAT
For cooperations that do not satisfy condition 3 of the theorem, we only need to
verify Kolmogorov’s criteria for those cycles that involve shared actions. Hence we
have the very much weaker theorem:
Theorem 2 (Weak Reversed Compound Agent). If conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 1
are satis;ed, the reversed agent P ✄✁
L
Q of the agent P ✄✁
L
Q is
TR{( Ta; pa)← ( Ta;) | a ∈AP(L)} ✄✁
L
TS{( Ta; qa)← ( Ta;) | a ∈AQ(L)};
where
R= P{a ← xa | a ∈ PP(L)};
S =Q{a ← xa | a ∈ PQ(L)};
provided there exist a set of positive real numbers {xa} such that the Kolmogorov
criteria hold in all cycles involving nodes connected by a shared action.
Proof. Since conditions 1 and 2 are still satis<ed, the total outgoing rate is the same
at all nodes in both the forward and reversed processes by the same arguments used in
the proof of Theorem 1; condition 3 is not needed. Regarding cycles involving shared
actions, the second of Kolmogorov’s criteria is satis<ed by hypothesis. We therefore
only have to consider the remaining cycles.
In the Markov chain of P ✄✁
L
Q, let A be the set of nodes not included in the
synchronisation, i.e. n∈A i= there does not exist an arc $ out of n nor into n such that
a∈L, where a is the type of the action represented by $. Now, all nodes in a cycle
entirely within A must be of the form either (i0; j) or (i; j0) where i0; j0 are <xed. Note
that the rates pii′ in P are independent of j0 and the rates qjj′ in Q are independent
of i0. Hence the cycle must be isomorphic to a cycle in either P or Q—without loss
of generality, suppose P. Since they do not contain any nodes in L, the rates of the
transitions in this cycle, and hence their product, are the same in R as in P. Therefore,
the product of the reversed rates in TR is the same, by Kolmogorov’s criteria, and hence
also in TR
′ ✄✁
TL
TS
′
.
Although more general, it is not easy to see where the weak RCAT could be applied!
The problem is that it is not su?cient to solve the equations for the rates xa relating
to cycles involving shared actions. These will depend on other reversed rates which
must also be found. Consequently, this route would lead to an explicit derivation of
the reversed process, as we described for simple agents. Some heuristic is necessary to
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guess, under suitable conditions, the xa, which can then be veri<ed, bringing us almost
full circle to the RCAT itself.
5. Simple applications
In this section, we show how the methodology described for simple agents in Sec-
tion 4.1 can be applied to examples of increasing complexity. We begin with the
classical birth–death process, the M=M=1 queue, which is known to be reversible, ex-
tend this to a slightly more complex queue which is not reversible and conclude with
a model of an input–output bu=er with more general cycles.
5.1. M/M/1 queue and reversible processes
The M=M=1 queue is a very simple birth–death process used to illustrate many con-
cepts in stochastic modelling. The state of the system is the number of customers in
the queue (including any in service), there is one server that has mean service time
1=n (service rate n) and arrivals are Poisson with rate n in state n¿0. A PEPA
agent that describes this queue is de<ned as follows:
Q0 = (a0; 0):Q1;
Qn = (an; n):Qn+1 (n ¿ 0);
Qn = (dn; n):Qn−1 (n ¿ 0):
Note that the <rst equation can be omitted if we say n¿0 in the second. This agent
has the derivation graph shown in Fig. 6—isomorphic to the state transition graph of
the underlying Markov process.
There are intuitive arguments that show that this process is reversible, i.e. its reverse
process is the same as the original process describing the queue. Thus, for example,
departures in one process are equivalent to arrivals in the other which are known to be
Poisson. Moreover, the state at any time is independent of the departure process prior
to that time. This result, the renowned ‘Burke’s theorem’, follows since the arrival
process after a given time is independent of the state existing at that time.
However, we can apply the methodology described in the previous section to obtain
the reversed process mechanically. First, we can write down a PEPA de<nition of an
agent with reversed arrows using the procedure of Section 3.3:
Qn+1 = (an; n):Qn (n¿0);
Qn−1 = (dn; n):Qn (n ¿ 0):
Relabelling the subscripts, we obtain:
Qn = (an−1; n−1):Qn−1 (n¿1);
Qn = (dn+1; n+1):Qn+1 (n ¿ −1):
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Fig. 6. State transition graph for a simple M=M=1 queue.
This has exactly the same structure as the agent describing the original queue, but we
need to <nd the rates n−1; n+1. We can do this using the method of Section 4.1 as
follows, referring to Fig. 6.
1. There is one state, 0, with only one incoming arc and one outgoing arc, carrying
rate 0. Hence, the transition rate from state 0 to state 1 in the reversed process is
1 = 0.
2. The minimal cycles are the 2-cycles between adjacent states. That is, the single,
generic, parameterised minimal cycle is n→ (n+ 1)→ n for n¿0.
The conservation of total outgoing rate, together with Kolmogorov’s criteria, then yield:
n+1 + n−1 = n + n (n ¿ 0);
n+1n = nn+1 (n¿0):
Now, for n=0, we have 1 = 0 already and so
00 = 01
so that 0 = 1. The conservation of outgoing rate for n=1 then gives 2 = 1. Contin-
uing this procedure for states n=1; 2; : : : yields successively n = n+1 and n+2 = n+1,
completely determining the reversed process as identical to the original, as required.
5.2. An ‘alternating server’ M/M/2 queue
Now let us consider a non-reversible process, but only a small variation on the well-
understood M=M=1 queue. This is a Markovian queue with two constant-rate servers
that work together when there is enough work (queue length n¿2) but such that a
customer arriving during an idle period (queue length 0) is served by the server that
has been idle the longer (i.e. did not serve the most recent departure).
This system can be described by the following PEPA agent (isomorphic to the
de<nition in terms of state transitions).
Q0A = (a0A; ):Q1B;
Q0B = (a0B; ):Q1A;
Q1A = (a1A; ):Q2;
Q1A = (d1A; 1):Q0A;
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Fig. 7. State transition graphs for the alternating queue.
Q1B = (a1B; ):Q2;
Q1B = (d1B; 2):Q0B;
Q2 = (d21A; 2):Q1A;
Q2 = (d21B; 1):Q1B;
Qn = (an; ):Qn+1 (n¿2);
Qn = (dn; 1 + 2):Qn−1 (n¿3):
The state transition graph for this agent is shown in Fig. 7, along with a template
(without rates) for the reversed graph. Clearly, we could mechanically construct a
reversed-arrow agent, as we did for the M=M=1 queue, but this o=ers no more un-
derstanding. Instead, we apply the methodology for determining the reversed rates.
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Fig. 8. Reversed graph with rates for the alternating queue.
By conservation of outgoing rate, we immediately know that the arcs 0A→ 1A and
0B→ 1B carry rate  in the reversed graph.
To calculate the six rates p; q; x; y; u; v, we can use seven equations arising from the
conservation of outgoing rate at nodes 1A and 1B together with Kolmogorov’s criteria
on the <ve cycles 0A→ 1B→ 0B→ 1A→ 0A; 0B→ 1A→ 2→ 1B→ 0B; 0A→ 1B→
2→ 1A→ 0A; 1A→ 2→ 1A and 1B→ 2→ 1B. This yields:
x + q= + 1;
v+ p= + 2;
qp= 12;
qvy= 12;
xup= 12;
xy= 2;
uv= 1:
Any six of these equations are easy to solve symbolically—either by hand or computer
—to give the solution (satis<ed by them all) p= 2; q= 1; x= ; y= 2; u= 1;
v= . The remaining rates can be determined exactly as for the M=M=1 queue and the
resulting reversed graph is shown in Fig. 8.
This graph can be obtained by making intuitive, educated ‘guesses’, considering that
in the reversed process, some transitions are caused by arrivals with the same rate and
some by service completions at the same servers (with same rates) as in the original
process. However, here we have demonstrated a methodology that can be automated
without intuition to provide reversed processes and thence product-form solutions.
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Fig. 9. State transition graphs for the bu=er.
5.3. A buCer
Next we consider a simple bu=er in which messages are added according to a Poisson
process with rate  and which is cleared at exponentially spaced instants, independently
of the arrival process. The mean time between successive clearances is −1 and the
bu=er has capacity M ; when full, arrivals are lost.
This bu=er clearly follows a Markov process and can be speci<ed in PEPA as:
Bn = (an; ):Bn+1 (06n6M − 1);
Bn = (cn; ):B0 (16n6M):
The state transition graph for this agent is shown in Fig. 9, along with a template
(without all rates) for the reversed graph. The process is clearly not reversible, since
there are many uni-directional arcs, and it contains many non-trivial (minimal) cycles.
By conservation of outgoing rate, we immediately know that the arcs n→ n− 1 carry
rate  +  in the reversed graph, for n=1; : : : ; M − 1 and the arc M →M − 1 car-
ries rate . It remains to calculate the rates xn from node 0 to node n (16n6M).
Applying Kolmogorov’s criteria to the cycle 0→ 1→ 0, we must have x1(+ )= 
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so that
x1 = 
(

+ 
)
:
Considering the cycles 0→ 1→ 2→ · · · → n→ 0 for n=2; 3; : : : ; M − 1 in the original
graph, we obtain in exactly the same way xn(+ )n = n so that
xn = 
(

+ 
)n
:
Finally, for cycle 0→ 1→ · · · →M → 0 we get
xM = 
(

+ 
)M−1
:
It is simple to check that the total rate out of state 0 in the reversed graph is then 
as required, and that the equilibrium probability for state n is given by
n =
(

+ 
)n
0 (06n6M − 1):
and
M =


(

+ 
)M−1
0:
6. Compound applications
We now consider more complex examples which contain cooperation combinators in
their PEPA speci<cations. The Reversed Compound Agent Theorem enables arbitrarily
large networks to be analysed, provided they are constructed hierarchically in terms
of the cooperation combinator and the theorem’s conditions hold. We <rst apply the
RCAT to the simple tandem queueing network introduced in Section 4.3.1, generalising
to arbitrary interconnections between the two queues in Section 6.3 (after considering
multiple input and output streams). This then naturally extends to arbitrary Markovian
queueing networks. However, any composition of subnetworks with known reversed
processes can be handled thus and we consider G-nets in Section 6.5.
6.1. Tandem queues
Consider again the two-queue tandem network of Section 4.3.1, with Poisson arrivals
to queue 1, customers proceeding immediately to queue 2 after service at queue 1 and
departures from the system after service at queue 2. The state space of the underlying
Markov chain is {(i; j) | i; j¿0} where i and j denote the numbers of customers at
queues 1 and 2, respectively. Given external arrival rate  at queue 1 and service rates
i at queue i (i=1; 2), its state transition graph is as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. State transition graph for the simple tandem-2 network.
The conditions of the RCAT are satis<ed since both the passive action in Q (re
condition 1) and the reversed active action in TR (re condition 2) are arrivals, which
are always enabled in the M=M=1 queue. Regarding condition 3, the reversed rate of
the active action in R (the same as P here) is constant, equal to the arrival rate  for
all states of the <rst queue. Applying the RCAT, we need to solve the trivial single
equation
a = 
giving the reversed PEPA agent: X0 ✄✁{ Ta} Y0 where:
Xn = ( Ta;):Xn+1 (n¿0);
Xn = (e; 1):Xn−1 (n ¿ 0);
Yn = (d; ):Yn+1 (n¿0);
Yn = ( Ta; 2):Yn−1 (n ¿ 0):
Hence, we obtain the reversed graph shown in Fig. 11. Note that if the arrival rate to
queue 1 had been dependent on the state (length) of queue 1, condition 3 of the RCAT
would not hold since the reversed rate of the departure action (i.e. the arrival rate of the
forward queue) would not be the same for all states of queue 1. This is consistent with
the well-known restriction in product-form queueing networks that external arrival rates
cannot be dependent on the state of the network or even the local queue arrived at.
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Fig. 11. Reversed graph for the simple tandem-2 network.
Fig. 12. The reversed tandem-2 network.
The reversed graph is readily seen to describe the tandem network comprising the
same two queues, but with arrivals to queue 2 at rate , customer transitions from queue
2 to queue 1 on completion of service at queue 2 and departures from the network on
completion of service at queue 1; see Fig. 12. This is quite consistent with intuition
when one views the system ‘running backwards in time’. However, the intuition is not
so clear when we have arrivals and departures at both queues and arbitrary routing.
We consider this more general problem in Section 6.3.
Note that, when an active and a passive agent cooperate in PEPA, it matters not
which is the passive one—only the shared rate needs to be speci<ed. Thus, the above
tandem queues also have the following PEPA speci<cation:
P0 ✄✁{a} Q0;
where
Pn = (e; ):Pn+1 (n¿0);
Pn = (a;):Pn−1 (n ¿ 0);
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Fig. 13. Multiple input and output M=M=1 queue.
Qn = (a; 1):Qn+1 (n¿0);
Qn = (d; 2):Qn−1 (n ¿ 0):
Here, the arrival process to the second queue has to wait if the <rst queue is empty,
and has rate 1 when it is non-empty. Although an equivalent speci<cation, the passive
cooperating action—departures from queue 1—is not always enabled. Hence condition
1 of Theorem 1 is not satis<ed. Indeed, applying the theorem would lead to an er-
roneous reversed process; actually only because the outgoing rates are not preserved
along the axes.
6.2. Multiple streams and channels
In order to build a network successively from its constituent queues—adding one
queue at a time—we need a building block that consists of a queue with multiple
arrival streams together with a server that has multiple output channels. Each arrival
stream has its own rate and each output channel is selected with a <xed probability.
This queue is depicted in Fig. 13.
Now, the length of this queue must have the same steady-state behaviour as that of
a simple M=M=1 queue with the same service rate and arrival rate equal to the sum of
all the rates of the arrival streams, viz. = 1 + · · ·+m. The reversed process is given
by De<nition 2 and splits the total arrival rate  in proportion to the output channel
selection probabilities. Similarly, the outputs of the reversed queue are selected with
probabilities proportional to the arrival rates of the original queue. The reversed queue
is shown in Fig. 14.
We now use this construction <rst in a tandem network with general routing and
then in an arbitrary network of queues.
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Fig. 14. Reversed multi-M=M=1 queue.
Fig. 15. General tandem-2 network.
6.3. Generally connected pair of queues
Consider two queues, 1 and 2, with respective external arrival rates 1 and 2, service
rates 1 and 2 and routing probabilities p12 from node 1 to node 2, p21 from node
2 to node 1. Tasks leave the network from nodes 1 and 2 with probabilities 1 − p12
and 1− p21, respectively. The network is shown in Fig. 15.
This network (starting in the state with both queues empty) can be described by the
PEPA expression P0 ✄✁{a1 ; a2}
Q0 where:
Pn = (e1; 1):Pn+1 (n¿0);
Pn = (a1;1):Pn+1 (n¿0);
Pn = (d1; (1− p12)1):Pn−1 (n ¿ 0);
Pn = (a2; p121):Pn−1 (n ¿ 0);
Qn = (e2; 2):Qn+1 (n¿0);
Qn = (a2;2):Qn+1 (n¿0);
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Fig. 16. Section of the general tandem network’s state transition graphs.
Qn = (d2; (1− p21)2):Qn−1 (n ¿ 0);
Qn = (a1; p212):Qn−1 (n ¿ 0):
This has state transition graph (fragment), in the neighbourhood of the state representing
queue lengths i; j at nodes 1; 2, respectively, shown on the left of Fig. 16.
The <rst two conditions of the RCAT are satis<ed because
1. the passive actions in P and Q are arrivals that are always enabled;
2. the passive actions in the reversed processes TR and TS (reversed actions of the
respective active actions in R and S) are also arrivals and always enabled.
Applying the RCAT, assuming for now that condition 3 holds, we solve the pair of
equations:
1 = (2 +2)p21;
2 = (1 +1)p12:
These are precisely the tra?c equations for the internal Rows. Thus, if the total average
tra?c entering (and leaving) node i in steady-state in unit time is denoted vi (i=1; 2),
also called the visitation rate, the solution of the equations is
i = vi − i
i.e.
1 = (2 + 1p12)p211− p12p21
or
v1 =
1 + 2p21
1− p12p21
and 2; v2 similarly.
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Because these equations have a solution, we see that condition 3 is indeed satis<ed
because the reversed rates of the active actions in R and S are constant fractions of
the constant visitation rates, by De<nition 2.
This gives the reversed PEPA agent: X0 ✄✁{a1 ; a2}
Y0 where:
Xn =
(
e1;
1
v1
1
)
:Xn−1 (n¿0);
Xn =
(
a1;
(
1− 1
v1
)
1
)
:Xn−1 (n¿0);
Xn = (d1; (1− p21)v1):Xn+1 (n ¿ 0);
Xn = (a2;):Xn+1 (n ¿ 0);
Yn =
(
e2;
2
v2
2
)
:Yn−1 (n¿0);
Yn =
(
a2; (1− 2v2 )2
)
:Yn−1 (n¿0);
Yn = (d2; (1− p12)v2):Yn+1 (n ¿ 0);
Yn = (a1;):Yn+1 (n ¿ 0):
This agent has the state transition graph shown on the right of Fig. 16. It can be
seen that the reversed process is that of the same pair of queues (i.e. with the same
service rates, 1 and 2) with the tra?c Rows reversed. The routing probability for a
departure from node i (= 1; 2) in the reversed network is the ratio of the external arrival
rate to the total visitation rate at node i in the forward network. The external arrival
rate to node i in the reversed network is equal to the product of the total visitation
rate of node i and the departure probability on the unreversed arc in the forward
network.
6.4. General queueing networks
The conclusion of the previous subsection suggests the following property for general
Markovian networks described by cooperations of queues in PEPA.
Theorem 3. The reversed process of a Markovian queueing network, de;ned by a set
of constant external arrival rates to speci;ed nodes, a set of nodes’ constant service
rates and a set of constant routing probabilities, is that of the same network with
the traDc Eows reversed in which:
• The routing probabilities for (internal and external) departures from each node
are proportional to the traDc rates of the corresponding arrivals in the forward
network.
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• The external arrival rate to each node is equal to the product of the total visitation
rate at that node and the external departure probability from it in the forward
network.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number M of nodes in the network. For
M =1 the result is true by De<nition 2. In fact we already have the result for M =2
in the previous subsection and we extend that analysis to the cooperation of a single
queue with service rate 0 (‘node 0’), with m + 1 inputs and n + 1 outputs, and
a network (‘the network’) of M nodes with at least m departing arcs and n arrival
arcs, for M¿m; n¿1. We assume without loss of generality that there are external
arrivals to node 0, described by action (a0; 0), and one external departure stream from
node 0, selected with routing probability p0∞=1−
∑M
i=0 p0i and described by action
(b0; p0∞0). If there are no external arrivals to node 0, we set 0 = 0 and similarly
for no external departures, we would set p0∞=0.
Let the action types representing the passage of tasks from node 0 to the network be
labeled b1; : : : ; bn and those representing passage of tasks from the network to node 0
be a1; : : : ; am. Without loss of generality, let the node in the network that corresponds
to the destination of arc bi be numbered i (16i6n).
We now apply Theorem 1. Its conditions hold by the inductive hypothesis and
the same arguments for node 0 that were used in Section 6.3. Condition 3 requires
the existence of constant solutions for the m+n bound variables xa, which comes at the
end of the proof. For node 0, by De<nition 2,
• the reversed rate of action type bi (in TR) is (0 +
∑m
j=1aj)p0i for 06i6n where
p0i is the routing probability from node 0 to node i in the network;
• the reversed rate of action type a0 is 00=(0 +
∑m
j=1aj):
For the network, let the visitation rate at any node j, when the tra?c corresponding to
actions bi is bi (16i6n), be denoted vj(), where =(b1 ; : : : ;bn). Then, by the
inductive hypothesis,
• the reversed rate of action type aj is vj′()pj′0, where j′ is the source node corre-
sponding to arc aj, 16j6m.
Following Theorem 1, we solve the equations:
bi =
(
0 +
m∑
j=1
aj
)
p0i for 16i6n;
aj = vj′()pj′0 for 16j6m:
But the solution to these equations is precisely the set of (internal) tra?c rates on the
arcs b1; : : : ; bn and a1; : : : ; am. Since all other arcs are not involved in the cooperation,
their rates in the reversed process are as in the reversed process for the M -node
network when the external arrival rates are . It is known that these tra?c equations
have a solution—unique in open networks, unique up to a multiplicative constant in
closed networks. Condition 3 is thereby established and the theorem is proved by
induction.
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The product-form solution for a Markovian queueing network’s equilibrium state
probabilities [13,9] now follows directly from Proposition 1.
Corollary 1 (Jackson’s Theorem). An M -node, ergodic, Markovian queueing network
with visitation rate vi and service rate i at node i (16i6M) has equilibrium prob-
ability for state (n1; : : : ; nM )
(n1; : : : ; nM ) ∝
M∏
i=1
(
vi
i
)ni
:
Proof. Suppose initially that there are external arrivals and departures at all nodes
and choose as a reference state the empty network, state (0; : : : ; 0). To a given state
(n1; : : : ; nM ), we choose the path from the reference state going along each of the M
dimensions in turn, from 0 to ni in dimension i successively for i=1; 2; : : : ; M . The
product of the rates along dimension i on this path in the reversed process is then
(vipi0)ni . The product of the rates on the unreversed path in the forward process is
(ipi0)ni . The result now follows from Proposition 1.
In general, any diagonal arc d corresponds to a departure from some node a that
passes to some other node b, 16a = b6M . The arc then has a state (n1; : : : ; na−1; na+
1; na+1; : : : ; nM ) as source and (n1; : : : ; nb−1; nb+1; nb+1; : : : ; nM ) as destination, for vector
n=(n1; : : : ; nM ) with non-negative components. The forward rate on d is paba and the
reversed rate is (pabva=vb)b. Consequently, for any path from the reference state that
includes arc d, the ratio of these rates contributing to the product is (va=a)(vb=b).
This path is therefore equivalent to the path in which the arc d is replaced by the two
arcs from (n1; : : : ; na−1; na + 1; na+1; : : : ; nM ) to n (in dimension a only) and from n to
(n1; : : : ; nb−1; nb + 1; nb+1; : : : ; nM ) (in dimension b only). Since va and vb are positive
real numbers, this property holds whether or not the two arcs in dimensions a and b
exist, i.e. whether or not pa0¿0 and b¿0. Hence, our assumption in the <rst part of
the proof loses no generality.
This corollary is equally valid for open or closed queueing networks because of the
argument about diagonal arcs in the proof. In the latter case, all the external arrival
rates and departure routing probabilities are zero and the rates vi may be chosen up
to an arbitrary multiplicative constant; recall that the RCAT calculates non-normalised
state probabilities. Note that it is straightforward to generalise the theorem and its corol-
lary to locally state-dependent service rates, so proving the general form of Jackson’s
theorem.
6.5. Networks with negative customers
Queueing networks with negative customers (G-nets) were introduced by Gelenbe
around 1990, initially to model neural networks but with diverse applications following;
see for example [5,6]. At the time, many considered it surprising that such networks
had a product-form at all, in view of the irregularities introduced by the negative
customers. Like service completions, these reduce queue lengths, but they appear from
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Fig. 17. G-queue network node and its reversed queue.
other nodes; in a Jackson network the service rate at a node cannot depend on the
states of other queues.
We represent a single M=M=1 queue with negative customers (called a G-queue) by
a normal M=M=1 queue with arrival rate + (that of the positive arrivals) and service
rate +− where  is the actual rate of service and − is the negative arrival rate. In
other words, we split the departure arc from a busy queue into a ‘service’ component
and a ‘negative arrival’ component. The reversed queue is then the same M=M=1 queue.
In this model, there are no negative arrivals to an empty queue. Equivalently, we may
allow negative arrivals when the queue length is zero, but they have no e=ect and may
be represented by an invisible transition on state 0 with arbitrary rate, e.g. −. The
same will apply in the reversed process, see Section 4.3.5, which remains identical to
the forward process.
In a network of G-queues, customers completing service normally at a node i may
pass to a node j as either a positive or a negative customer, with respective probabilities
p+ij or p
−
ij , or else leave the network. The generic single G-queue, for use in a network,
and its reversed queue—identical apart from a redistribution of rates—is as shown in
Fig. 17. Departures from the queue shown go to another queue with probability p
(p+ if positive, p− if negative, p+ + p−=p) or leave the network with probability
1−p. It is straightforward to further split the departures to allow for transitions to any
number of nodes, as in Jackson networks.
Now let us try to apply the RCAT to a G-network of two nodes. Its conditions are
satis<ed since positive arrivals are always enabled in a single queue, as are negative
arrivals if we use invisible transitions on empty queue states (condition 1). The reversed
actions of the co-operating active actions are arrivals and also always enabled, as in a
Jackson network (condition 2). The reversed rates of the active actions in each queue
are more complex than in the standard M=M=1 queue, and again are determined by
De<nition 2, cf. Fig. 17. They are equated to the rates xa of Theorem 1 and we shall
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show that a solution for these equations does exist, validating condition 3. Suppose
each node has positive and negative external arrivals with rates +i , 
−
i , respectively,
i=1; 2. In the RCAT, we solve the following equations for the reversed rates of the
active actions, bound to the passive rates in P and Q in order to de<ne R and S:
+2 =
1p+12(
+
1 ++1 )
1 + −1 +−1
;
−2 =
1p−12(
+
1 ++1 )
1 + −1 +−1
;
+1 =
2p+21(
+
2 ++2 )
2 + −2 +−2
;
−1 =
2p−21(
+
2 ++2 )
2 + −2 +−2
:
Writing v+i =+i + +i and v−i =−i + −i , i=1; 2, we <nd
v+i =
i′p+i′iv
+
i′
i′ + v−i′
+ +i ;
v−i =
i′p−i′iv
+
i′
i′ + v−i′
+ −i ;
where i′=1 if i=2 and i′=2 if i=1.
These are exactly the tra?c equations derived and solved by Gelenbe [6] and lead
to the same product-form by the argument applied in Jackson networks. Note that the
proof of existence of a solution to these equations is essential since otherwise condition
3 of the RCAT could not hold.
The result generalises to G-nets of M¿2 nodes in the same way as Theorem 3.
7. Conclusion
We have introduced a new approach to deriving the equilibrium state probabilities
for continuous time Markov chains that does not require balance equations to be solved.
Instead, the reversed process is determined using only the instantaneous transition rates
of the Markov chain and a simple product-form solution ensues. Incorporating this
into the framework of a Markovian process algebra—here, PEPA—leads to a new,
mechanisable methodology for generating reversed processes and hence product-form
solutions from speci<cations. For simple PEPA agents, de<ned without the cooperation
combinator, the same heuristic approach for Markov chains is adapted to the PEPA
syntax. However, for compound agents, only those nodes directly involved in coopera-
tions need be analysed, speci<cally for conservation of outgoing Row and products of
rates around cycles.
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Moreover, under certain conditions, the reverse of a cooperation is the cooperation
of the reversed processes with some remapping of transition rates. This result has far-
reaching consequences. Firstly, it provides many product-form solutions automatically,
and in particular, an automated proof (in PEPA) of Jackson’s theorem by a completely
di=erent method—with no balance equations. Indeed, the same constraints arise as in
the original theorem, but from a di=erent source, viz. constant arrival rates to ensure
unique reversed rates to bind with the unspeci<ed rates of the same action type.
More generally, any composition of subnetworks with known reversed processes can
be handled by this methodology, particularly e=ectively when the RCAT, Theorem 1,
can be applied. The ease with which G-networks could be solved in the same vein as
Jackson’s theorem is a good illustration of the utility of this compositional approach.
It is interesting to look at the connection between the RCAT and results on the
existence of product-forms. As noted already, the conditions required in Jackson’s
theorem arise quite naturally in our approach. Consider now networks with blocking.
When a queue is blocked by a downstream queue that is full, there are various scenarios
that may be implemented in a physical system. One is for the upstream queue to remain
blocked until there has been a service completion at the downstream queue that makes
space for the blocked customer. This is called ‘blocking after service’, there is no
known product form for such networks and it is thought that none exists. If we try to
apply the RCAT, we would <nd that (passive) arrivals to the downstream queue are
not always enabled—i.e. not when the queue is full—and so condition 1 is violated. An
alternative strategy is to discard the blocked customer immediately so that the upstream
server can continue. Such is called a ‘loss’ network or ‘system with losses’ and there
are product-forms. We still cannot apply the RCAT directly, but we can introduce an
invisible passive transition at the downstream server when it is in the full-state, cf.
Section 4.3.5. This describes losses perfectly and the RCAT can be applied, yielding
a product-form solution, again in a natural way.
Under appropriate conditions, it may be that an explicitly solved, non-product-form
subnetwork could be combined with a product-form subnetwork and the reversed pro-
cess obtained using the RCAT—if its conditions are satis<ed. This would then provide
a product-form solution, using the blocking subnetwork as one of its primitive coop-
erating agents. If the conditions were not satis<ed, a product-form might still follow
using the Weak RCAT, but at greater computational complexity. This is clearly an area
for further investigation.
The most obvious theoretical research direction is to relax the conditions of the
RCAT to allow reversed agents for a wider range of compound agents to be determined.
Condition 3 of the RCAT appears not unduly restrictive at <rst sight since, if some
action type is associated with multiple reversed rates, we can always introduce a new
action type for each distinct reversed rate. However, this could lead to a large number—
perhaps in<nity—of action types and hence equations to be solved for the set {a}.
Moreover, this process would in general invalidate condition 1 since the new action
types would not be enabled in all states.
Many of the state spaces encountered in stochastic models and MPA are in<nite and
so the derivation of ergodicity conditions is important. The use of ad hoc truncation is
often e=ective, but rarely rigorous, i.e. with precise error bounds. Moreover, truncation
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or the consideration of a realistic <nite model, e.g. with <nite capacity queues, often
violates product-form conditions—in particular those of the RCAT. Another direction
for theoretical research is therefore to prove ergodicity in certain classes of cooperation;
recall it was assumed as a hypothesis in the RCAT. One possible route is the asymptotic
analysis relating to [1] referred to in Section 2.2, where we are interested in sub-chains
in the reducible limit of a family of Markov processes.
More rigorous heuristics would also be desirable for handling simple agents, which
may themselves be complex: afterall, any Markov graph can be thus described. How-
ever, it is not necessary to use the Kolmogorov criteria and we can always fall back
on the direct solution of the (linear) balance equations to compute the reversed rates,
using Proposition 1.
However, the most pressing work in progress is the implementation of the theorems
and methodologies introduced in this paper. Both the methodology proposed for simple
agents and for analysing nodes and arcs involved in cooperations need to be mech-
anised, involving in particular e?cient algorithms for <nding the minimal cycles in
a graph. Mechanisation of the RCAT is straightforward, but the automation of proof
methods based on this is a greater challenge. A truly automatic proof of Jackson’s
theorem would represent a triumph of computer science theory in an engineering ap-
plication.
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